Abstract--In
INTRODUCTION
With the development of market economy, quality management is becoming more and more important. ISO9000 quality system authentication which can measure the level of quality management is also developed rapidly. More and more enterprises have realized that passing and acquire authentication certificate is not the final goal, what a enterprise should do is to improve the extent of customer satisfaction through quality system's continual and effective running. How to ensure quality system's effective running and its running quality and efficiency have become the most concerned question to the government state authorization institution authentication institution and the enterprises acquiring certification. So we bring forward the new model of network-based digital audit and on this basis, we design and develop the quality management and assurance system remote auditing system using modern information technology network technology and correspondence technology, this system is developed with the core of authentication register followed by tracing audit and surveillance management covering the whole process of quality system authentication and audio-video frequency supported. The system has not only realized the quality system network-based digital audit spanning districts and organizations but also solved the continual effectiveness and avoided the formalism and prevented "two faces". (notes: quality management and quality assurance, quality system for short)
DESIGN THOUGHT AND SYSTEM STRUCTURE

A. QMAS RAS design thought
Quality system audit is composed of internal audit and external audit according to its purpose. Internal audit is also called first-audit, while external audit has two types, that are second-audit and third-audit. Internal audit is that a organization audit itself, the audit objective is the organization's own quality system. Second-audit is that the customer or nominal customer audit the suppliers or potential suppliers. Third-audit is to say that the authentication institutions audit the suppliers, whose objective is suppliers' assurance ability. Quality system authentication, offered by Third-audit, is to assess and register suppliers' quality system, whose purpose is to prove the conformity and satisfaction of requests that suppliers' quality system through assessing and supervising, so that can give independent approval to suppliers' quality management ability.
Traditional quality system audit model is FTF(Face To Face), that is table conference audit model, whose audit cycle long, costs-consuming and low efficiency, so with the development of market economy, it hasn't adapted to spanning districts and industries' management model. In order to adapt the new operational model of network design and manufacturing, network supervision and telecommuting, to solve the problems of traditional audit model and to ensure the continual effectiveness of system running, we bring forward network-based digital quality system audit, we can call it WTF(Web To Field).
QMAS RAS is composed of two parts: audit client management system and auditee supporting system. The former mainly offers a network teleaudit flat for auditors and achieve the network coordinated audit. The system has mainly studied the core function of authentication flow and established a virtual audit environment to audit quality management system's real running. moreover, the system has realized network of audit process using text, audio-video frequency correspondence technology, so that quality system's real running and net virtual audit environment can work concurrently. Furthermore, through the latter system, it can make teleaudit system and enterprise management information system, quality management system, computer-aided product Project sponsored by the NSFC(Grant No. 50835008) manufacturing system, enterprise office information system, documents information management system, human resources management system combine organically, which let a organization's action extended, accordingly, can supervise the conformity and effectiveness of quality management using extra authoritative supervision mechanisam.
From the authentication institution, it has formed a quality network system of quality authentication, quality audit and quality supervision with the core of itself. Auditee organization is a additive cell to the authentication institution to some extent, and becomes a node of quality net. Through QMAS-RAS, it has established a virtual environment of quality authentication, quality management and quality assurance , so that a infinite quality control net space born. Enterprises become this space's node, authentication institution becomes the basic point, they improve quality field and develop concurrently on the basis of this space, walking up to international quality and multiple districts. Of course, the most important is to have a steady, safe and effective system to support its running, the development of QMAS RAS is the very purpose, which is practical , high effective and can be extended from function structure, safe mechanism and net correspondence.
B. QMAS RAS Whole Structure
QMAS RAS are mainly formed of database, database interface, method model base, audio-video frequency correspondence with interface and man-machine conversation system. It has to analyse the elements of the real-time data, the running standard, law and statute and audit method. It wad designed using SD (Structured Design) method, top to down, after module design to simplify procedure, do independent programme and testing for each module. The system whole structure is shown in figure 1 .correspondence interface
QMAS RAS FUNCTION REALIZATION
A. Subsystem of authentication institution audit process management
The subsystem is mainly developed centering audit flow and is formed of three parts: audit flow management, audit information connection management and maintenance of audit system. The latter two are assistant audit to offer necessary information connection and basic maintenance for audit flow. Audit flow management is divided into audit relating process management and auditee relating process management, which makes the whole structure of audit flow clearly, easy to operate for auditors. Function structure is shown in figure 2 . 
B. Ausitee organization(enterprise) supporting subsystem
Quality system documents and quality records are the main contents of audit, it is also the bases of whether quality system is running normally or not, and is the objective bases of quality system's running effectiveness. Auditors can check the key documents, key records and key procedures timely by using the two functions of audit contents query and audit datum download and can judge a procedure' s conformity and running effectiveness. This supporting system shows the common characteristics of internal audit and external audit, so solves the common demands of them. Considering the quality system's differences of each enterprise /organization and the spreading and improving of the system, this part belongs to custom-built development. It has contacted internal audit with external audit, more important, it also has contacted system audit with system normal running and continual improvement, making the audit system become the "software centrum" of the whole quality running and improvement.
Audit supporting system also offers relevant assistant function blocks such as system maintenance and correction of nonconformity, which makes system more operational and more using. Auditee supporting system mainly finished two parts work. The first one is to finish the bottom database interface function and API function; the second one is the UI development.
It can be divided into four parts according to its functions, that are: 1 audit contents inquire management subsystem; 2 audit datum download subsystem; 3 correction of nonconformity items subsystem; 4 system maintenance management subsystem. Its function structure is shown in figure 3 .
APPLICATION OF QMAS RAS
A. Integration of QMAS RAS with flats in enterprise
The running of QMAS RAS is under the control of WEB audit working flow flat, so the integration of system with enterprise flats becomes the key problem of QMAS RAS's effective running. The system has used the technology of WEB Service to encapsulate the discrete functions of quality system into kit and transformed system's given functions into WEB service that can be transferred by exterior, it has also combined the system functions with flats in the manner of loosely coupling, correspondingly it has not only solved the shortage of DCOM(distributing module object model belonged to Microsoft), CORBA and Java RMI in the operation of cross-flat but also solved the unsolvable problem of network interruption. WEB Service system is complex and multi-layer standard system, which is formed mainly of UDDI protocol(belonged to Universal Description Discovery and Integration) , WSDL(belonged to WEB Service Description Language), SOAP protocol(belonged to Simple Object Access Protocol), XML,HTTP and SMTP Protocol. SOAP is the core of WEB Service, it has provided the standard form for message packing and enhanced the system's ability of cross-flat because of its independent of programme language and transport protocol.
In the process of design based on the WEB Service technology, the key design is the opening of QMAS RAS and working flow flats in enterprise/organization, which let the working flow engine interface and QMAS RAS interface interactive, realizing the auto running of flows.
Take quality record query for example, the interface design are as follows: procedure control record data interface; inspection record data interface; nonconformity product disposal record data interface; product mark record data interface; contract review record data interface and correction measure record data interface, the following is the example of procedure control record data interface: AMTmeeting is developed on the basis of NetMeeting SDK(Microsoft video development flat),which has not only offered Scripting API including ActiveX and Scripting Object Model but also COM API and COM T.120 Application API. By using COM API we can use NetMeeting UI and its inner functions when we develop our own client application; by using COM T.120 Application API we can transfer application based on T.120 in the client application, hence can achieve independent conference service and file transfer control. Moreover, NetMeeting SDK has offered Internet Locator Service API and Installable Codec API. The former help our application communicate with those similarly having directory service supporting function provided by NetMeeting on the Internet; the latter is propitious to achieving audio-video communicaion.
C. Application of QMAS RAS
Network-based digital audit for quality management and quality assurance system is a sub item of the "e-quality management system theory and application study"(state 863 item) . We develop the QMAS RAS aiming at one armory, at present, the subsystem of authentication institution management is tested in a laboratory and audit supporting subsystem in enterprises is tested in enterprises' servers.
The whole system has been tested on the Internet. Interfaces of the two subsystems are shown in figure 5 respectively. CONCLUSIONS QMAS RAS, based on the QMAS network-based digital audit model and system design thought, is developed using technologies of WEB Service, module and network audio-video frequency correspondence, consequently has realized all the functions demanded by quality system audit. The brought forward of the conception of network-based audit and the system's development and application have practical value for a enterprise/organization to build quality system authentication, audit supervision, quality assurance and quality continual improvement with international/national standards institution, so it has a broad foreground in the high development of information, network and tip technologies.
